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ABSTRACT

Name

: Mayasari M

Student‟s ID : TE.161760
Major

: English Education Department

Title

: Analysis of Generic Structure and Language Features of
Students‟ Recount Text Writing by Eight Grade Students at
Islamic Junior High School 8 Muaro Jambi.

This research aimed to find out the generic structure and language features of
students‟ Recount Text Writing by Eight Grade Students at Islamic Junior High
School 8 Muaro Jambi. This research is descriptive qualitative research, the data
were collected by documentation and analysed by Surface Strategy Taxonomy.
This research revealed that there are the generic structure of student in writing
recount text, as show by the percentage. From 30 recount texts, Generic structure
in one paragraph 35 %, Generic structure in two paragraph 40 %, and Generic
structure in three paragraph 25 %. The problem faced by the student in writing
recount text is the difficulties to faced orientation and re-orientation. In the area of
language features, as show by the percentage. Excellent 10%, Good 60%, Fair
20% and inacceptable 10%. The problem faced by the student in writing recount
text are the difficulties to make a right sentence in past form.

Keywords: generic structure, language features, student’s writing.
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ABSTRAK

Nama

: Mayasari M

NIM

: TE.161760

Jurusan

: Pendidkan Bahasa Inggris

Judul

: Analisis generic structure dan language features recount text
siswa kelas delapan Madrasah Tsanawiyah Negeri 8 Muaro
Jambi

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui generic structure dan language
features recount text siswa kelas delapan Madrasah Tsanawiyah Negeri 8 Muaro
Jambi. Jenis penelitian ini adalah deskriptif kualitatif, teknik pengumpulan data
dengan melakukan dokumentasi dan mengalisa Surface Strategi Taxonomy.
Penelitian ini mengungkapkan generic structure dalam penulisan recount text, seperti
yang terlihat dengan persentasi . dari 30 recount text, generic structure satu paragraf
35%, generic structure dua paragraph 40%, dan generic structure tiga paragraph 25%.
Permasalahannya yang terlihat di penulisan recount text adalah orientation dan reorientation. Di bagian language features, seperti yang telihat pada persentasi, amat
baik 10%, baik 60%, cukup 20%, dan kurang 10%. Permasalahan yang terlihat pada
penulisan recount text adalah kesulitan untuk membuat kalimat yang benar dalam
bentuk lampau.

Kata kunci: generic structure, language features, student’s writing.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the problem
There are four integrated skills to be mastered, such as: reading,
speaking, listening and writing. According to Harmer (2001:79), writing skill
is a creative skill in which focus in producing and creating information in
written form by writing students can explore. Imagine their ideas and feelings.
Writing is a productive skill. Especially for students, to make a writing
extensively they have to mastery some features in writing skill. Moreover,
Writing as a process of expresing ideas or thoughts in words should be done at
our leisure. Expressing ideas it means to develop the ideas to make the longer
sentence in written.Writing clear sentences requires you to learn the rules of
English grammar and mechanics such as the correct use of verbs and pronoun,
as well as commas and other marks of punctuation. It is also included in one
of the existing syllabus.
Writing activity is a kind of activity to deliver information to the
readers by the writer in a written form. The information that is delivered is
commonly arranged in a paragraph or text. A writer usually writes and arrange
her/his ideas in a good paragraph or text in order to make the readers
understand about what the writer means and it is because good paragraph or
text automatically deliver the main information to the readers. Then, if the
readers understand about the writers‟ writing, it signs that s/he is a good writer
because the ideas that are delivered can be accepted by the readers/public.
Furthermore, when a writer starts to write something, s/he should
bring her/his mind to one topic to be developed. It is important to make
her/him focus to the topic that will be developed and create the supporting
ideas relate to the topic itself. After that, s/he should be able to arrange and
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organize the ideas until they have a meaning in a paragraph or text. The ideas
should be connected well from a word and word to be one sentence. In other
words, the organization of the ideas should be arranged correctly in a
paragraph or text. That is a skill that a writer should has, especially students in
order to produce a good writing as a text.
Based on the curriculum of junior high school, there are three types of
the text which are taught in the eight grade students of junior high school.
They are descriptive, narrative and recount. Recount text is a text re-telling to
the readers about event or story in the past. Gerot and Wignell (1994:194)
define, “recount text is a text that retells events for the purpose of informing
or entertaining”, while Cogan in sari (2013:75) confirm, “recount text is
written to retell events with the aim of either to inform or entertaint their
readers”, based on the quatations, the students are expected to express their
idea or to think about their experiences in the past to inform the readers.
Based on the pre-observation that researcher had done in MTsN 8
Muaro Jambi, many students still have some difficulties in writing skills,
especially in the recount text. In this school of MTsN 8 Muaro Jambi include
of a good junior high school in Muaro Jambi. In this school has a good rules,
in English lesson the students must speak English in the class. And than the
students must memorize at least 10 vocabularies. This activities was guided
by miss Hartati Ismail as an English teacher at the school.
Unfortunately, nowadays students often got difficulties in stating idea
or organizing ideas and connecting the sentences when they wrote. Their
writing result often did not arrange in right structure and tenses error. It could
be shown based on the researcher‟s interview to the teacher at school, the fact
showed that the most of students in eight grade of junior high school found
many difficulties in their writing task since the usage of simple past tense was
found many errors there. According to the researcher‟s interview, most of
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them made errors on the use of verb tense and the use of irregular verb. The
researcher has concluded that the main cause of this problem was the
difference of language structure and features in the students‟ first language
namely Bahasa Indonesia and the target language, English.
Based on the researcher‟s interview in asking the teacher at school, she
found out that there are many problems faced by students when writing
paragraph. The first problem is that the students‟ writing is not
comprehensible. Because the content of the composition is not relevant to the
topic, the ideas are not clearly stated, the ideas and sentences are not well
organized. The second problem is that there are many errors in structure,
vocabulary, grammar, and spelling.

The existence of some problems in

learning English, especially in writing recount text, writer tried to determine
the extent of students' understanding of text recount, with doing this research.
It is also supported by the interview from the teacher that most of the students
have difficulty in writing recount text. In this study more specific about the
generic structure of the text contained in the recount. By conducting this
research, the writer hopes to determine the extent of student understanding in
drafting recount text. In this study more specific about the generic structure
and language features that contained in the recount, called Analysis of
Generic Structure and Language Features of Students’ Recount Text
Writing by Eight Grade Students at Islamic Junior High School 8 Muaro
Jambi.
B. Formulation of the problem
Based on the background above, the problem in this research has been
formulated into question; “How is students ability in writing recount text by
eight grade class at MTsN 8 Muaro Jambi?”
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C. Limitation of the problem
The writer limits the study only in analysis of generic structure and language
fetures of students‟ recount text writing by eighth class at junior high school 8
Muaro Jambi.
D. The objective of the research
1. To analyze of the generic structure of recount texts made by eight
class studentsat islamic junior high school 8 Muaro Jambi
2. To analyze of the tenses error of recount text writing that made by
eight class students at Islamic junior high school 8 Muaro Jambi
E. The significance of the research
The finding out of the study is expected to be useful
theoretically and practically, there were: theoretically, these studies are
expect to be useful: as a source to give information about generic
structure and languagee features of recount text writing.
Practically,
This study will be useful:
1. For the students
The students of islamic junior high school8 of Muaro Jambi can
improve their ability in writing text especially in recount text.
Furthermore, they can transfer what they know cognitively about
language features of recount text especially in generic structure.
2. For the teacher
This result of the study helps the teacher to find out their student‟s
weaknesses in writing and understanding recount text.
3. For the writers
The writer can increase her knowledge about generic structure in
recount text.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A. Writing skill
Writing is an activity of expressing ideas or knowledge by someone to
a written form like, paragraph, essay or text in order to share it to someone
else or readers. For example, people write novels, books, letters, memos, etc.
to give the important information that can be useful to the other people.
Similarly, Hyland (2003: 9) asserts that writing is a way of sharing personal
meanings. It means that by writing, everyone can share their feeling or
knowledge that can be useful for the other people outside. They can write
about politics, health, education, love etc. in order to share it to the world. So,
everyone can write many things as long as they have an important news or
information to be delivered.
Meanwhile, Oshima and Hogue (1991: 3) define that writing is a
process, not a product. It determines that a writer needs to follow some rules
to get good product in writing. It is like cooking a cake. Someone should
follow the correct and good procedures to make a delicious cake, like adding
eggs, water, flour, sugar, butter and another thing of the cake. After the
materials had blended, a delicious cake will be produced easily and definitely
someone who eats the cake will say “delicious” or “perfect”. Thus, writing
activity is as same as cooking a cake. The important part of it is the process
when making it. If the process follows the rules and procedures, it will
produce a good product too.
Although writing considered as a complex process, it could be learned.
Students wereable to improve their skill by experienced to write, practiced
writing, and learnt to express their idea to produce a good writing.
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B. Text
When we study about genre, we must know about a text completely
because genre ha very close relation with a text. Generally, a text is something
that we usually read. There is definition of a text that the writer takes from
Exploring How Text Works book; in order to support his study in her book,
(Derewianta, 1995:17) as quoted by (Himawati, 2009:20) stated that a
text is any meaningful stretch of language – oral or written.
Mean while, (Halliday, 2004:10) explained that text is not group of
words hut as a semantic unit. From the quotation above, it is clear that in
defining about text we must also regard to the group of word meanings in one
text.
Human being lives in a worl d of words. When these words are
put together to communicate a meaning, a piece of text is created.
When speak ing or writing to communicate a message, there are
constructing a text. When reading, listening or view a piece of text,
there are interpreting its meaning (Mark Andersons and Kathy Andersons,
2003; 1).
According to Hartono, text is a unit of meaning which is
coherent and appropriate for i ts context (Rudi Hartono, 2005; 4).Human
beings are different from other creatures that live in a worl d of words.
When these words are put together to communicate a meaning, a piece
of text is created. They will think to express thei r expressions; i t is
mean human need to express their own in many ways that

can be

understood by others. Human can use a text as one of the ways to
express thei r own. It means that when the writer uses language to
write, he is creating and constructing a text. When the reader reads a
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text, he is interpreting texts. Moreover, creat ing and interpreting text
also occur when they are tal king and listening.
C. Genre
“Genre is used to refer to parti cular text -ty pes, not to
traditional varieties of literature. It is a type or kind of text, defined in
terms of i t s social purposes; also the level o f context dealing wi th
soci al purpose” (Rudi Hartono, 2005; 6). The meaning of the genres
intended is that students are able to understand the concept and they
woul d be able to identify a kind of texts that students will have to write.
Know as theory of genre about forward, methods and suggestion
about the teaching of writing. One of its main concerns is to discover and
describe the major characteristic of kinds of writing.
Genre are kind of text that each of them has communicative
purpose, text structure and characteristics of linguistic. Language is social
phenomena and that to use language – to speak or write is to be engaged
in an entirely social activities (Smith: 1990) as quoted by (Himawati,
2009:21). It means that anything about language is the kind of words.
We use sentences, we construct ways, we interact with language has social
reason and social effect.
D. Recount Text
1. Definition of Recount Text
There are some kinds of text that should be comprehended by students
in the senior high schools. They are narrative, report, recount,
descriptive, and procedure. According to Knapp (2005:224). Recount
text, basically it is written out to make a report about an experience of
a series of related event. Another definition of recount text is
according to Digreyasa (2016:2), recount text is a text that retelling or
recounting of an event or an experience in the past, the term of
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experience is what we do, feel, hear, read, even what we dream.
Dirgeyasa (2016:3) states that recount text can be classified into three
categories they are personal recount (records an incident) and
imaginative recount (writing role and gives detail or events).
Recount text based on the life experiences and familiar
language. Recounts are used in most subjects to show memory of
series of events as in accounts of Science excursion, everyday life in
another time or culture. Personal letters to friends are often recounts of
experience.
2. The Social Function of Recount Text
Recount text has some social functions, which are:
a. To retell something happened.
Recount retells past event. Recount begins by telling the reader who
was involved, what happened, where this even took place and when it
happened.
1). To inform something to the readers.
It informs to the reader about what happened, where this even took
place and when it happened.
2). To entertain.
Sometimes, recount retells a funny experience. It has a function to
entertain the reader.
3. The generic structure of recount text
Recount text has textual element and its own function. It states what the
element is for. The rhetorical structure and textual elements of recount
writing consist of orientation. Record of events and re-orientation
(Dirgeyasa, 2016.p.3). blow are the table to show the details:
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Table 1.1 Rhetorical structure of recount text
Rhetorical structure
Orientation

Textual elements function
-

It consist of theme or topic to
be informed.

-

To show the reader‟s attention
and interest.

-

It enables to attract and
provoke the reader so that
he/she is willing to continue
reading the whole text.

Record of events or sequences of

-

events

To improve details about the
event

informed/describe

chronologically (the type of
plot may vary)
-

It

is

better

to

tell

chronologically rather than
flash back and zigzag. In
order

to

have

chronological

a

order

good
the

sequence maker such as first,
second,

third,

etc,

are

important.
Re-orientation

-

It functions to show personal
attitude about the activities or
event informed to told of
record of event.

-

It is a matter of conclussion
with personal attitude.
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4. Language features recount text
a. The relevant grammatical pattern
In general, the common gramatical pattern of recount text includes
(Dirgeyasa, 2016.p.5)
-

it focused on spesific participants

-

it is written in the past tense. Most often in the past tense, but
may be in the immediate present for effect.

-

It varies the sentence increase tension; no longer sentence
provide contrast details.

-

The frequent use is made of words which link events in time,
such as next, later, when, then, first, second etc.

-

The recounts describe events, so plenty of use is made of verbs
(action words), and adverbs (which describe or add more detail
to verbs).

-

The details are often chosen to add interest or humor to the
recount .

-

It uses personal pronouns (I, we) (personal recount).

-

Passive voice may be used

b. The related vocabulary usages
In general, the related vocabulary usages of the recount text in
common are (Dirgeyasa, 2016.p.5)
-

It uses material processes.

-

It focuses on specific participant depending on the topic
discussed;

words

relating

to

material

circumstances of time and place.
-

It focuses on temporal sequence.

-

It uses time words to connect events.

processes;

and
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-

The nount groups describe prople and place.

-

The use of objective functions to indicate mood of the event or
personal attitude in order to make the event more meaningful
and powerful such as, it was wondurful, it was tiring.

E. Example of Recount Text
Text 1 :

My Experience Met With Taufik Hidayat
Orientation:
Last Sunday, there was Thomas cup badmintin championship between
Indonesia and China. It was held on Istora Gelora Bung Karno. I went to
Istora Gelora Bung Karno with my Brother, Andi.
Events:
Before entering Istora Gelora Bung Karno, we looked the bus that took
Indonesia badminton team players. I saw Taufik Hidayat, Muhammad Ahsan,
Hendra Setiawan, Hayom Rumbaka, Angga Pratama, Rian Agung, Simon
Santoso, Sony Dwi Kuncoro and the other Indonesian badminton players in
that bus. They were very handsome. Then, we followed that bus to mainentrance. I found that Taufik Hidayat left from the bus. When we wanted to
get close to Taufik Hidayat, a security guard held me back. But, Ithought that
security guard was familiar because He was my old friend when I was senior
high school, he was Andre. After that, he let me in, finally i could meet Taufik
Hidayat and got his signature.
Re-orientation:
Then, I went back to my seat at the Istora stadium to support Indonesian team,
the supporter was very crowded. They shouted “IN-DO-NE-SI-A” during the
match.
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Text 2:
Very Tired Day
Last Tuesday was a busy day for me. I spent my time to do a lot of activities
from my senior high school to my home. I had no time to take a rest. First, at
the morning, I went jogging. After that I went to school to study until 3.00
pm. From my school., I went to sanggarian sport hall to practice badminton
until 8.00 pm. I practiced hard because that I felt very tired. After that, I went
home. But when I would sleep, I remembered there was some homeworks that
I had to do. I did my homeworks until 11.40 pm. And finally I could take a
rest in my bed. Those activities made my day busy and felt very tired.
F. Review of Related Findings
In this research the writer reviews some reports of related
researches to enrich the data about analysis of generic structure and tenses
error of students recount text writting. The previous studies which were
related to this research are.
The first, Syaiful Alazar in his researched conducted the 2015. By
entitled “ Analysis of Generic Structure of Recount Text” He was analysis
about generic structure in students‟ recount texts. Which were made by (The
Fourth Semester Students of STAIN Salatiga in the Academic Year of
2012/2013). Students of fourth semester of STAIN Salatiga in the Academic
Year of 2012/2013). the writer concludes that,the generic structure of
student in writing recount text, as show by the percentage. From 30 recount
texts, Orientation 93%, event with one paragraph 40%, event with two
paragraphs 36%, event with tri paragraphs 20%, event with four paragraphs
3.3%, and re-orientation 86%. The problem faced by the student in writing
recount text is the difficulties to faced orientation and re-orientation, there
were two mistakes students in mastering genetic structure of recount text.
Firestly, mis-organizing the paraghrap, they didn‟t have Orientation and Re-
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Orientation, as show in RT-07 and RT-25. Seccondly, mis organizing the
paraghrap, they didn‟t have Re-Orientation, as show in RT-19 and RT-27.
And the implication of the result for education is to be authentic material as
teaching material in writing class.
The second, Afifatul Millah in her researched conducted the 2016.
Entitled “An Error Analysis on The Use of Simple Past Tense in Students’
Recount Text Writing” She was analysis about an error analysis on the use
of simple past tense in students‟ recount text writing an analysis of participant
and process in recount text made by Tenth Grade of MA NU Banat Kudus.
the result of the study, it could be seen that errors made by students were 56
omissions, 9 additions, 79 misinformations, and 3 misorderings. From the
frequency of each error types, misinformation was the error which most
frequently produced by the students. It took 54% of the total errors. Moreover,
38% errors fell into omission and 6% errors fell into addition; whereas, for
misordering, it only took 2%. These errors came from the influence of their
first language rules (interlingual), some errors occurred because students
generalized the rule and applied it incompletely (intralingual) and sometimes
they could be found similar to those made by children learning the target
language as their first language.
The third, Azalia Ratna in her researched conducted the 2015. Entitled
“The Analysis of Generic Structure and Language Features of Recount
Text Written by The High Achievers at SMAN Pasirian Lumajang” the
results of students‟ writing test in the aspect of language features of recount
text revels that all of the high achievers did not have difficulties in applying
the language features in composing their writing. The high achievers were
able to apply all twelve language features that were needed in the text.
Although not all the characteristics could they wrote, such as simple past
tense, passive voice, and complex sentence.
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Furthermore there are underlying differences in this study, if in the
previous studies 1 describe the generic structure analysis, the previous 2 an
error analysis of simple past tense in students recount text, and the previous
3 the different subject of the research, in this research the writer interested
to analyzed the generic structure and tenses error in students recount text,
so the writer can continue the research because there is no similarity among
those previous studies.

CHAPTER III
METHOD OF THE RESEARCH

A.

Research Design
This study is descriptive qualitative research, Fraenkle, Wallen & Hyun

(2012:426) defined qualitative research as studies that investigate the quality of
relationship, activities, situations, or materials. According to Creswell (2016:4)
qualitative research is an approach for exploring and understanding the meaning
individuals or group ascribe to a social or human problem. According to moleong
(2017:6) descriptive research is a method of research which is trying to describe and
interpret the object as in fact. Qualitative research is a research in which study the
social phenomenon or human problem, perception, motivation, in a holistic with the
description way in various naturalistic method.
According to Gay and Airasian (2000:275), descriptive research determines
and describes the way things are. It showed that a descriptive research investigated
the things or issues by using some explanation or opinions or descriptions directly to
the issues or problems that was studied.
Meanwhile, Tarigan (2009: 118) stated that:
“Descriptive research involves some techniques that are used to identify,
describe or explain the phenomenon or issue naturally without doing manipulation of
experiment”
In other words, a descriptive research was used to describe the problems or
issues that happened directly with pure result of experiment. There was no additional
or decrement of the data because the data was naturally described by explaining the
phenomenon or issue by the researcher.
Finally, based on some opinions above, the researcher argued that this
research was categorized as descriptive research. It was caused of the researcher
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described and analyzed the elements of generic structure and language features that
were arranged by the students when they wrote or composed paragraph.
B. Setting and Subject of The Research
1. Setting
This research was conducted at islamic junior high school 8 Muaro Jambi in
academic year 2019/2020. Which is located in JL. Jambi Muara Bulian KM 20 , Kel.
Pijoan, Kec. Jaluko, Kab. Muaro Jambi. Therefore, the population of the study would
be all the students in eight grade. There are three classes at Islamic junior high school
8 Muaro Jambi.
2. Subject
The reseacher meant to look for the data of students‟ generic structure and
language features. Therefore, the participant were selected based on purposive
sampling; students who made global errors based on the permanent teacher‟s
knowledge, the students who already practice writing English. Based on the interview
with teacher in this school, it‟s acknowledged that VIII/c were weak writing. In
addition, the researcher took VIII/c as the participant, there are 30 students as the
participants. It‟s acknowledged that the students were weak in writing. In addition,
the researcher took 30 students as the pasticipants. According to Sugoyono (2017.
P.53). purposive sampling is a technique to get the sample of the data in a certain
consideration, for example those that are considerate to be the most knowledgeable
about what the researcher need.
C. Source and and kind of The Data
1. Source data
The data will be taken from the students‟ result of writing recount text at VIII/c
islamic junior high school 8 Muaro Jambi.
2. Kind of data
a) primary data
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in this research primary data to get information about the types of grammatical
(simple past tense, past continious tense, past perfect tense) of students‟ writing
at eight grade students islamic junior high school 8 Muaro Jambi. The data will
be collected by documentation.
b) secondary data
Secondary data is the data which supporting of this research. The secondary
data will be collected from the students‟ result of writing recount text by the
English teacher to the students at VIII/c Islamic junior high school 8 Muaro
Jambi.
D. Technique of Data Collection
In collecting the data, firstly, the researcher asked the teacher about the time of
the task. The reseacher ask whether the task would be run in the teaching learning
time or at the set time (external time) and researcher used students written to collect
the data.
The researcher use documentation in collecting the data. According to
Creswell (2016, p. 225), documents consists of public (newspaper, paper, meeting)
and private record that include personal journals, letters, e-mail, diary. In this
research the researcher take documentation that is students result in writing recount
text. Then students result writing is collected and analyzed. From this, the researcher
knows what types of students‟ errors.
E. Technique of Data Analysis
After collecting the data, the next step is analyzing the data. The data is
analyzed in order to find out the ability of the students in arranging the generic
structure of the text and the using of right tenses to answer the research questions that
are stated before. To found out generic structure and language features of the
research, the researcher will identify the task one by one from the students‟ sheet.
From the topic that they choose before, the researcher identified what topics
that they discussed in one paragraph and she described it. It was systematically done
whether they arrange the right generic structure. Next, to analyze also the supporting
tenses in the paragraph, the researcher analyzed whether the students compose the
right tenses in the paragraph or not.
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Next, to answer all of the questions of this research, the researcher use the
data analysis from Gay and Airasian (2000: 239) who claimed that the analysis of
descriptive research data required four iterative steps: reading/memoing, describing,
classifying and interpreting.
1.

Reading/Memoing
In this first step, the researcher read the student‟s sheet one by one and
she try to understand the content or the whole sentences in the paragraph that
has been composed. After that the researcher analyzes the generic structure in
to there items:
A. Orientation
The orientation provides all the necessary background information
to enable the audience to make sense of the text. To ensure that the
orientation is detailed and thorough, use the words (who, what, when, where,
and why). The writer or speaker needs to gives information about what
happened, who or what was involved, when and where the events
occurred and why. An awareness of audience and purpose will assist the
author in selecting the amount of detailed needed.
B. Series of events
In series of events the writer writes the events chronologically. It
begins from the first event, followed by the second event to the last event.
The sum of events depend on the creativity of the writer. Events should be
selected carefully to add to the audience‟s understanding of the topic. Students
should be prepared to discard events and details that are unimportant or
uninteresting. A recount, in most cases, is more than a „shopping list‟ of
every possible detail. Students should be guided to select only those events
that are relevant and that can be expanded through the inclusion of specific
details.
C. Re-orientation (optional)
The final section concludes the recount by summarizing outcomes or
results, evaluating the topic‟s importance or offering personal comment or
opinion. It can also look to the future by speculating about what might happen
next. But, not all of recount closed by re-orientation. It is optional.
the second step, researcher will analyze the tense error that made by
the students in their recount text writing that include of the tenses bellow;
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a. Simple Past
The simple past indicates that the activity or situation began and ended
at a particular time in the past.
b. Past Progressive
The progressive indicates that the activity was in progress in the past.
c. Past Perfect
The past perfect expresses an activity that was completed before another
activity or time in the past.
d. Past Perfect Progressive
The past perfect progressive emphasizes the duration of an activity that
was in progress before another activity or time in the past.
e. Using Material (action) Process
Material Processes are processes of material doing. They express the notion
that some entity physically does something-which may be done to some other
entity.
f. Focus on temporal sequence of events (temporal conjunction)
Conjunction is a connective. It is a part of speech (or word class) that serves
to connect words, phrases, clause or sentence.
2.

Describing

In this second step, the data is analyzed by seeing the generic structure and
tense. In maintaining generic structure of the text, in this research focus on recount
text, the students should make a good writing with arranging the right structure of the
text, that build the text in nice coherence.
Furthermore, in building the coherence in the paragraph, the students also use
the right tense for making recount text writing.
3.

Classifying

In this part, the researcher described the result of analysis data in all part of
generic structure and tenses. She described the mistakes that were done by the
students in stating the generic structure and tenses in building coherence in the
paragraph. This step might be the way to continue to the next step, interpreting the
data.
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4.

Interpreting

At the last step, after analyzing the data from the generic structure and tense
parts, the data were described and interpreted by the researcher totally. In this step,
the researcher interpreted the data by checking it with the theory in maintaining
generic structure and tense. She described how the students‟ result in writing
paragraph totally.
F. Trustworthiness of Data
In analyzing the data, the trustworthiness of the data need to technique
required and refers to test of the credibility of the data. Then, the examination of the
credibility of the data carried out by triangulation, member check and extend the
observations. In this research, triangulation can be interpreted as data collection
technique that combines data collection technique and data sources.
To provide the trustworthiness of qualitative data, this research applied
trianggulation method as Creswell (2016:269) stated qualitative inquires trianggulate
among different data sources to enchance the accuracy of the study. Moleong
(2017:330) assert tht there are four kinds of trianggulation; source, method,
investigator/examination and theory. In this research the researcher used
investigator/examination trianggulation technique to ensure the trustworthimess of
data. Denzim (1978) distinguish triangulation into four types: the source
triangulation, technique triangulation, investigator triangulation, and theory
triangulation.
1.

Sources triangulation is method the credibility of the data is done by
examining data obtained through several sources. For example, to test the
credibility of the data about a person‟s leadership style, observation,
interview, written document and personal paper.

2.

Methodological triangulation involves using more than one method to gather
data, such as interview, observation, questionnaires, and documents.

3.

Investigator triangulation is with examination of credibility of the data is done
by making use of the observes for checking the degree of trust our data. The
other way is comparing the result of the work of an analysis with other
analysis.

4.

Theory triangulation that is way of examination of the credibility the data is
done using more than one theory to examine the data findings of researcher.
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Therefore in checking the trustworthiness of the data, the researcher used
investigator triangulation technique to ensure the trustworthiness of data. According
Moleong (2017, p. 331) make use other investigator was helped the decrease of the
swerve in collecting the data.

CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Research Finding
After the data are collected, the writer read and learn the recount text one by
one than the writer analyzed the text based on identification, identifying the problem
faced by the students in writing recount text.
The communicative purpose of recount is to retell events for the purposes of
informing or entertaining. In order to achieve this communicative purpose, some
purposes are employed, to orient the readers in respect to place, time and people in
the text, to present a series of events about given field. In this study, all recount
texts belong to personal recount texts which the purposes are to retell events that
the writer has been personally involved in. From 30 recount texts, the students
could write personal recounts texts of which their communicative purposes are
to retell their past experience.
Based on the scoring, it can be drawn logical description of the two aspect‟s
of students writing. They are generic structure of the text and language features of the
text. The complete descriptions of those two aspects were in descriptions below.
1. The Generic Structure of Student in Writing Recount Text
After collecting the writing result of the students, the researcher analyzed
the data referred to the technique of data analysis in chapter III. Then, this
analysis also would answer the two questions of this research. Those had
been stated in chapter 1 (research questions). “How is students’ ability in
writing recount text by eight grade students of MTsN 8 Muaro Jambi?”
A. Generic structure of recount text
As we know there are three points of generic structure of recount text:
a. Orientation
b. Event
c. Re-orientation
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Than researcher analyzes from this three points. After reading all of the
students writing in recount text, researcher found that there are three
variations of their writing paragraph. Before researcher describes one by one
about the students‟ writing, researcher analyzes first from the paragraph as the
table bellow;

Table 1:
Generic structure analysis
No

Code

Orientation

Number of event

Re-orientation

1

RT-01

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

2

RT-02

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1, 2

Paragraph 2

3

RT-03

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1, 2

Paragraph 2

4

RT-04

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

5

RT-05

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1, 2

Paragraph 2

6

RT-06

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

7

RT-07

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

-

8

RT-08

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

9

RT-09

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1, 2

-
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10

RT-10

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1, 2

Paragraph 2

11

RT-11

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1, 2

Paragraph 2

12

RT-12

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1, 2

-

13

RT-13

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

14

RT-14

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1, 2

Paragraph 2

15

RT-15

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1, 2

Paragraph 2

16

RT-16

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1, 2

-

17

RT-17

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1, 2

-

18

RT-18

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1, 2

Paragraph 2

19

RT-19

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

20

RT-20

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

21

RT-21

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

-

22

RT-22

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

25

23

RT-23

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

24

RT-24

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

25

RT-25

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

26

RT-26

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

27

RT-27

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

28

RT-28

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

29

RT-29

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

30

RT-30

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

Paragraph 1

100 %

90 %

80%

PERSENTASE
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Based on the result table above, the orientation analysis result of students'
works on recount writing was 100%. It means that the students know that at the
beginning of a recount they should provide an introduction by introducing the
participants and setting of the past experience. But there are many different in placing
paragraph of series events and placing the reorientation paragraph. Than the writer
found three variants in students writing text:
1. Write down the entire generic structure in one paragraph
Code
RT-07
Orientation

Event

I had really good weekend my elder sister
and I went shopping my sister bought a
dress as a birthday present for her friend.
I bought a new pair of shoes skateboard
sneakers. I bought the sneaker lifing my
pocket money , I had some my money
four ten months I was so happy that I
could buy that by my self. On Sunday
morning I put on my shoes then I played
skateboard all day, the shoes so
comfortable it was so fun.

Reorientation

Based on the result table above, these sentences refer to a background of
information about who, what, when, and where the past experiences happened. the
“I” who is the text above, “I went shopping my sister bought a dress as a birthday
present for her friend” what the text is, need more specific event, and for reorientation
It was good enough.

Code

Firework

RT-08

Orientation

Five year ago, when I still in Islamic
boarding school. I have an experience that
very wonderful and I can‟t forget In
ramadhan , many children played firework.
At night while I am going to read holy
qur‟an suddenly, the electricity is off and I

Event

27

Reorientation

saw firework in the sky is wonderful. Hope, I
can saw again in ramadhan this year.

Based on the result table above, in the orientation text these sentences refer to
a background of information about who, what, when, and where the past experiences
happened. And more information in event, then, the event in different paragraph,
however, the reorientation is good.

Code

My holiday

RT-10
Orientation

Reorientation

In my weekend on December, I went to
grandmother‟s house with my family. We
went there by a car. It was very hot, we stayed
for three days in there. In the morning I helped
my grandmother in their peanaple garden. I‟m
very happy to helped my grandmother and my
grandfather‟s. in the night we ate dinner
together and before that we cooked together. I
like there because the environment was
healthy.

Event

Based on the table, orientation and event in one paragraph, she was wrote
who, when, where and what the text happened. She need write more for event, then,
need more sentence in reorientation

Code
RT-17

Orientation

I am very happy because this semester I have
good report card grades and nest. Semester 1 I
have moved up to grade IX in junior high
school. My pleasure increased because during
the next week I went on vacation to my
grandmother‟s house in riau. My grandmother
was the best. She had finished preparing

Event

28

chicken rending when I was just at her house
maybe grandmother cooks rending chicken
because I‟am happy with agenda to spend the
holidays house. Considering are have not sel.
Look over for almost 8 months.

The examples above, in his text it was given some information about what,and
when the text tell above, however, there are some sentences written to show event. In
series of events the writer writes the events chronologically. Records of the story tell
what are in the story use one paragraph.

Code
RT-18

Orientation

Reorientation

Two weeks ago I go to my cousin‟s house,
actually I always go there every weekend.
I have a pleasant experience, when I and my
cousin‟s make a cake me and my cousin love
cooking or baking so much so every week we
must make a cake with new recipe. We once
failed to make a cake because it was baked for
too long home, so it burnt but we never gave
up, we consider this past of our experience.

Event

From the example above, she was made and given the readers about who,
what, and when the text happened, in this text even and reorientation in one
paragraph she should make it in different paragraph for event, there are some
sentences written to show event. In series of events the writer writes the events
chronologically. Records of the story tell what are in the story use one paragraph.

Code
Writing project

RT-20
Orientation

Sometime ago, I took a novel writing class. I
learned so much about the world of
authorship. Starting from how to determine the

Event

29

Reorientation

theme of the story to the self editing stage.
Another participant and I made a project
writing anthology book. Now, the book is still
in the layout

From the table above, the event involve in one paragraph orientation, in her
orientation she just write some information about who, and what. She should give
more information about orientation, than in the event she should make the another
paragraph.

Code
RT-22

Orientation

Reorientation

Yesterday when I go home from school, my
mother made cookies. I am very happy
because I like cookies. I helped my mother to
make the ingredient. After that I wait the
cookies is done. And finally, the cookies was
done.

Event

From the table above. She was write the text refer to information about who
and what and the past experiences happened. they are “I” who is the text is, “when I
go home from school, my mother made cookies”, what the text is. But, She needed
write down where and when is the text happened. However she write an event in one
paragraph orientation, then she must write down more reorientation.

Code
Japanese food

RT-23
Orientation

One year ago, I met my sister who came from
japan. She told me that there are many
Japanese food that she ate. All of the taste
Japanese food at a restaurant. The name of the
restaurant is ichiban sushi. In there are many
varian of Japanese food that I tried and all of

Event

30

Reorientation

them have good taste. Finally, I also really like
Japanese food.

Based on the result table above, event in one paragraph orientation, in the
orientation text these sentences refer to a background of information about who,
what, when, and where the past experiences happened. Event and reorientation was
good.

Code
RT-28
Orientation

Reorientation

On Friday night, at 19.13 pm from jambi I
went to damasraya city with my younger
cousins. 12.00 pm I arrived at the jungle single
because it was late at night. I stayed at friend‟s
house. The next day I want to go to graduation
ceremony sister, before leaving uncle would
call me pick up or not. So my friend wants to
invite me to go on a motorcycle. In the middle
of the trip I had an accident, then I was taken
to the nearest community health center
residents, my wound was very several after I
was treated. I continued my trip to the
graduation ceremony. Finally I arrived at the
graduation ceremony. I immediately
approached my beloved family.

Event

Based on the table above, in her orientation, he was write any information
about who, and what the orientation happened, but it not specific information about
where and when the text happened. then, in her event and reorientation she was made
a good sentence.
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Code
RT-30

Orientation

I am Argha, I like play guitar last night I play
guitar with my sister. We sing many song
together which is Laskar pelangi. I‟m very
happy and we laugh together.
Event

After that we dinner with my parents.

based on the table above, the orientation and event include in first paragraph,
in orientation text he must write more about what, where and when it happens, then,
he must make another paragraph for event, and there is no the reorientation.

Code
RT-21
Orientation

My name is mutia zahratul, las weekend
yesterday, I am go garden lokeds beautiful and
nice flowers I am very happy look it. Then I
take the flower and I smell the flower. It is
very fragnant.

Event

based on the table above, the orientation and event include in first paragraph,
in orientation text he must write more about what, where and when it happens, then,
he must make another paragraph for event, and there is no the reorientation.

2. Orientation and event involve in one paragraph and reorientation in
one paragraph

Code
RT-09
Orientation

Sunday was holiday I helped my mother to
cook in the kitchen. I helped wash plate. I am
very bored. Because I am very tired, it‟s my
holiday.
I sweep the house, than I take a bath. After

Event

32

Reorientation

that I have lunch with my mother. Than I take
a nap.

Based on the result table above, in the orientation text these sentences refer to
a background of information about who, what, when, and where the past experiences
happened. The "who" is clearly written in this sentence that "I ". It tells about was
involved in the text. Then, the words “helped my mother in the kitchen" tell about
what the text is. And the word “Sunday was holiday. I helped my mother to cook in
the kitchen” is what the text is.. And the word “I helped wash plate, I am very bored
because I am very tired. it‟s my holiday. Is event in the text. Then in the word “I
sweep the house, than I take a bath. After that I have lunch with my mother. Than I
take a nap” is the reorientation of the text.

Code
RT-15

Orientation

Reorientation

When I was childhood I got a bicycle. I was
very happy. I learned to ride a bicycle with my
father, my father let me ride a bicycle by
Event
myself, not for long I fell from bicycle.
It‟s make me never give up, I try to ride
bicycle again and finally I ride bicycle.

Based on the result table above, in the orientation text these sentences refer to
a background of information about who, what, when, and where the past experiences
happened. The “I” refear to who is in the text above, and the word “I was very
happy. I learned to ride a bicycle with my father, my father let me ride a bicycle by
myself, not for long I fell from bicycle”. Is the event in the text, it means he wrote an
event involve in one paragraph. In reorientation she was write a good conclusion.

Code
RT-16

Orientation

I am and my friends planed to kampoeng
radja on Sunday. I brought some food and
money after we arrived at the kampoeng radja
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we bought a ticket to enter there.
Then in there, me and my friends played
outbound together.

Event

As time goes by day. In the afternoon we
weant to ate together. After that we returned to
our home‟s.

From the text above, the “I and my friends” who is in the text above, and the
word “planed to kampoeng radja” what is in the text, she wrote event involve in
orientation, she should make different paragraph for event, and the word “As time
goes by day. In the afternoon we weant to ate together. After that we returned to our
home‟s” is reorientation in the text.

Code

Camping

RT-05
Orientation

Reorientation

When I was in junior high school, I joined
junior of the red cross organization. Our coach
held camp activities for new members before
we went there, our coach divided us into
several groves, we prepared all of our needs
there properly.

Event

Then, our coach said to set up our tents. After
set up the tents, all members worked together to
meals for dinner to sand our night there we set
a campfire. We all circeled the campfire and
sang a song together. I enjoyed the camping
and it was a great fun.

Based on the result table above, in the orientation text these sentences refer to
a background of information about who, what, when, and where the past experiences
happened. The “I” who is the text above,
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Code

My holiday at home

RT-11
Orientation

Reorientation

Last holiday I didn‟t go anywhere.
Usually, during the eid al-fitr I go to mother
relatives. But this time, my father relatives
come to our house, from the morning till the
night, people visited my grandmother‟s house.
That was the first day of the holiday. The
second day, we visited our grandmother‟s
house.

Event

On the days before and after eid-al fitr I
just stayed at home, I usually watch Korean
drama when I feel bored. That was my daily
activity during the holiday, even thought it
was boring, I feel happy and grateful.

Based on the result table above, in the orientation text these sentences refer to
a background of information about who, what, when, and where the past experiences
happened. The “I” is who the text is, “go to mother relatives” is what the text is, and
event in one paragraph orientation, and she was made a good for reorientation.

Code
Holiday at home

RT-19

Orientation

Last Thursday was my day off. I didn‟t go
anywhere I just stay at boarding house for one
day to did the same aktivitase routinely, over
and over I falt that was the worst day I have
was passed I woke up and did subuh prayer.
After that, my phone and watching youtube.
And play game not fat, it was 10.00 clock, I
rushed to a bath to freshen my body.
Although just boarding house day at least

Event
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Reorientation

to refresh my mind from the routine activitaes
in the school.

Based on the table, event involve in one paragraph orientation, the word “I “
is who is in the text, she should make another paragraph for event and in her
reorientation she was write a good conclusion, they are “Although just boarding
house day at least to refresh my mind from the routine activitaes in the school”.

Code
RT-14

Orientation

Reorientation

Three years ago my family planed go went
to medan. two days before we go, we got a
call from my uncle that my grandma‟s
hospitalize we are so shock, so my father said
to left that day.

Event

In a hurry we are prepared all of our bag.
We are left at 8.00 am, after we are arrived in
our grandma‟s house, we are stayed just a
moment and I met my grandma‟s, she is so
happy because we are got together.

Based on the table, event involve in one paragraph orientation, the word
“Three years ago my family planed go went to medan” is the orientation in the text,
she didn‟t write more information in the orientation. For event and reorientation she
write good information about that.
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3. Orientation, event and reorientation in different paragraph
Code
Holiday at home

RT-01

Orientation

Two month ago was my day off. I didn‟t go
anywhere. I just stay at home for two weeks. I
felt that was the worst day I have ever passed.
I woke up early and did subuh prayer. After
that, I had breakfast with my family in the
morning. At 08.00 am, I rushed to take a bath
to freshan my body. Then, I watched my
favorite TV programs until it almost midday.
At 01.00 pm, I immediately did zuhur prayer.
Then, I had lunch.

Reorientation

Event

Although just at home holiday, at least to
refresh my mind from the school activities.

Based on the result table above, in the orientation text these sentences refer to
a background of information about who, what, when, and where the past experiences
happened. The "who" is clearly written in this sentence that " I ". It tells about was
involved in the text. Then, the words " I just stay at home for two weeks" tell about
what the text is. The word “two month ago“ tells about when it happened. And the
last the word “at home" tells about where it happened.
In the event, her lack of understanding in creating good and complete
sentences. she write a series of events in the told chronologically. Than, in
reorientation she was write good conclusion.

Code
My holiday

RT-04

Orientation

In my holiday, me and my family went to
my grandma‟s house, we always visit our
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Orientation

grandma‟s house in the holiday. We went to
grandma‟s house by a car. My father is the one
who drove the car. We arrived at my
grandma‟s ouse at the afternoon because we
must went through a very long distance to visit
my grandma‟s house and that‟s the challenge.
When we arrived, my grandma‟s welcome
well, she did prepared some cookies and milk,
my favorite snack to welcome us. I run to her
and hug her tightly, she replied and we get
along together that afternoon. Me and my
family decided to stayed at my grandma‟s
house and went home tomorrow. I slept with
my grandma‟s that night because I really miss
her.

Reorientation

Event

The next day, we went back to home, but I
wont. So, we stayed much longer, that‟s an
awesome holiday for me.

From the explanation above, in the orientation text these sentences refer to a
background of information about who, what, when, and where the past experiences
happened. The "who" is clearly written in this sentence that " me and my family ". It
tells about was involved in the text. Then, the words " me and my family went to my
grandma‟s house" tell about what the text is. The word “in my holiday“ tells about
when it happened. And the last the word “grandma‟s house" tells about where it
happened. In the event, her lack of understanding in creating good and complete
sentences. she write a series of events in the told chronologically. Than, in
reorientation she was write good conclusion.
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Code

Fishing with my father
Four years ago, my father and I went
fishing at the river I‟m very excited.

RT-06

Orientation

Arriving at the river, we looked a place to
go fishing, which is under a rather large three.
I was very happy because we got a lot of fish .
but not long after it rained, we immediately
took shelter under a large three but still our
clothes were wet.

Event

Finally we went home soaking wet but
even if we get rained on I still feel happy.
Reorientation

From the explanation above, in the orientation text these sentences refer to a
background of information about who, what, when, and where the past experiences
happened. The "who" is clearly written in this sentence that " my father and i ". It
tells about was involved in the text. Then, the words "my father and I went fishing at
the river" tell about what the text is. The word “four years ago “ tells about when it
happened.
In the event, her lack of understanding in creating good and complete
sentences. she write a series of events in the told chronologically. Then, in
reorientation she was write good conclusion.

Code
Trip to the zoo

RT-13

Orientation

Last week my family went to the zoo to see
the lion and other animal, when we got to the
zoo we went to the cashier to buy a ticket.
After getting the ticket we went to see the lion
first, after that we are around the zoo and see
another animal. In the afternoon we had lunch
and did zuhur prayer.

Event
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Reorientation

When we returned home we were tired but
happy because we had so much fun.

From the explanation above, in the orientation text these sentences refer to a
background of information about who, what, when, and where the past experiences
happened. The "who" is clearly written in this sentence that " my family ". It tells
about was involved in the text. Then, the words "last week my family went to the zoo
to see the lion and another animal" tell about what the text is. The word “last week“
tells about when it happened.
In the event, her lack of understanding in creating good and complete
sentences. she write a series of events in the told chronologically. Then, in
reorientation she was write good conclusion.

Code

Going to padang

RT-26

Orientation

Last year I went to padang with my family,
we left for padang at about 7 am. By car. We
got there around 8 pm. One of our destinations
was padang beach.
Padang beach is one of my favorite beach
in padang, there are air manis beach, singkarak
beach and another place wonderful in Sumatra
barat. I and my family spent our time to
explore more destination in sumbar.

Reorientation

Event

We are spent our time for a week after
that, we had to go home to jambi.

Based on the result table above, in the orientation text these sentences refer to
a background of information about who, what, when, and where the past experiences
happened. The "who" is clearly written in this sentence that " I ". It tells about was
ainvolved in the text. Then, the words " I went to padang with my family" tell about
what the text is. The word “last year“ tells about when it happened.
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In the event, her lack of understanding in creating good and complete
sentences. she write a series of events in the told chronologically. Then, in
reorientation she was write good conclusion.

Code
My first time in concert sabyan gambus

RT-29

Orientation

One month ago, my brother and I went to
visited the office of the governor of jambi to
see the performance of one of the gambus
music groups namely sabyan gambus. Sabyan
gambus was invited directly by the governor
of jambi in his 63 year anniversary.
I left home at around 5 pm. After passing
from about an hour we arrived at the location.
When I got there I meet and became
acquainted with my best friend, who was
especially in jambi, namely jambi fanbase,
after meeting and geeting acquainted, we also
performed prayers maghrib in congregation.
After the prayers, we went straight to the place
on the right side of the stage. After a feew
hourd later, sabyan gambus also displayed its
appearance. Sabyans‟s opened with a player
called tabassam. And ended with a player
called alfa salam.

Reorientation

I am very happy and a little disappointed
because I have not been able to meet with ny
idol, but I am still grateful, because I am hear
the sabyan chanting that is so sweet that is
song by his vocal directly, khoirunnisa, thank
you god has been given us the opportunity to
watch sabyan live and thank you brother for
being the best partner so far.

Event
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Based on the result table above, in the orientation text these sentences refer to
a background of information about who, what, when, and where the past experiences
happened. The "who" is clearly written in this sentence that " my brother and I ". It
tells about was involved in the text. Then, the words " my brother and I went to
visited the office of the governor of jambi to see the performance of one of the
gambus music groups namely sabyan gambus" tell about what the text is. The word
“one month ago“ tells about when it happened.
In the event, her lack of understanding in creating good and complete
sentences. she write a series of events in the told chronologically. Then, in
reorientation she was write good conclusion.

Code
Go to the cinema

RT-24

Reorientation

Last month, I met my best friend, her
name was nadia. We were glad because we
met again.
I invited nadia to eat meatball while tell
about our experience during separation, when
nadia left me, she took to me a free ticket and
we will met at cinema on Saturday afternoon. I
said thank you to her and I promised will came
because a lot of work. Ijust remembered ticket.
I rushed to get it, oh my god, it turned out that
the ticket was valid two days ago. I felt wrong
how disappointed .

Orientation

Nadia was waiting for me to not come. I was
calling nadia and told actual event and to
apologized to her.

Event
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4. Recount text writing but without reorientation
Code
Lazy day

RT-03

Orientation

Last weekend I spent all day laying on my
bed, it was just like the lazy song by Bruno
mars “today I don‟t feel like doing anything”.
But sometimes doing nothing was just
something that we needed the most especially
after a long and super exhausted week at the
school.

I opened the fridge and I found a bottle full
of chill orange juice into a glass after that I
decided to watch my favorite K-Drama. I can
watch my favorite show without having to
leave my super cozy bed.

Event

based on the text above the writer just write the orientation and event she
didn‟t write the reorientation. As we know she was write some information about
who, what, and where is the text happened,

Code

Going to berhala island
Last year I and my family going to
berhala island we went there by car. In the
car we sang a song together and ate some
snack.

RT-27

Orientation

When we wrrived in berhala island we
enjoyed aour vacation, we were take a pictures
and lunch there. We stay overnight. And
tomorrow we went back home.

Event
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In the table, we know that the writer was wrote some information about who,
when, and what the text happened, the “I and my family” for who is in the text tell
above, the “last year” is when the text tell above, and for what is the text is in the
word “going to berhala island”. Than, In her event she should given us more
information again, and she did‟t write the reorientation.

5. Orientation in one paragraph, and event involve in paragraph
reorientation
Code
My unforgotable moment

RT-02

Orientation

I would like to tell you about my
experience that I have ever forgotten. the
experience that I have forgotten is when my
foreign friend came to Indonesia.
My friend come to visit me last year. He
came to my hometown without told me
before. I was shocked but it was really nice
or unforgotable moment for me because
when my friend came I know some new
cultures that I have never known before.

Event and
Reorientation

Based on the text we can see in the orientation, there are some information
about who, what, where and when the text happened. but, she write the event involve
in reorientation. She should make it in different paragraph.

Code
Going to kampoeng radja

RT-12

Orientation

Last week I and my family going to
kampoeng radja. We went at kampoeng
radja at 09.00 am, we bought a ticket and
some food before that.
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We are playing out bound and another.
Time flies fast at about 12.30 am, we are did
zuhur prayer and lunch together. After that
we had to go back home.

Event and
Reorientation

Based on the text we can see in the orientation, there are some information
about who, what, where and when the text happened. but, she write the event involve
in reorientation. She should make it in different paragraph.

Code
Swimming on the river

RT-25

Orientation

One day when I was a childhood I went
to the river with my friends. We are always
swimming in the river near to our home.
The most enjoyable place place to play
together.
Before we went to the river. we are
always ask to our parents for permission.
The water in the river is not to deep but we
are always careful. We are so happy and
come to our home.

Event and
Reorientation

Based on the text we can see in the orientation, there are some information
about who, what, where and when the text happened. but, she write the event involve
in reorientation. She should make it in different paragraph.
B. language features of the text
Next, the researcher would describe the answer the two question of this
research, that was “How are the language features in the recount texts made
by eighth students of Islamic junior high school 8 Muaro Jambi? ”. the
analysis would be detailed below:
1. The using of V2
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There are many students use verb in recount text they made many errors in
applying V2 in the sentence. The verb error will be explained above:

RT-02

My unforgotable moment
I would like to tell you about my experience that I have ever forgotten. the
experience that I have forgotten is when my foreign friend came to Indonesia.
My friend come to visit me last year. He came to my hometown without told me
before. I was shocked but it was really nice or unforgotable moment for me because
when my friend came I know some new cultures that I have never known before.

Here the using V2 in this text is she do not consistent in her text, she always
make mistakes to changes the v2 “have” into “had”. she wrote a recount text with
appropriate language features. Problem in spelling and punctuation were not found.
The sentences were not too wordy and had appropriate registers. In short, the style of
the text was fairly concise

RT-30

I am Aulia Rosa A, I like play guitar last night I play guitar with my sister. We sing
many song together which is Laskar pelangi. I‟m very happy and we laugh together.
After that we dinner with my parents.

In this text, he do not understand about the language features of a recount text.
Most of his sentences in the text were done in present tense. Moreover, he could not
make a meaningful sentence. Some grammar error grammar was found, they were
„…I play..‟ „…I like…‟ and „..we sing..‟ Ultimately, the sentences were not too
wordy and had correct vocabulary. She should changes the word “play” into v2
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“played”, the word “sing” into “sang” and “like” into “liked”. This sentence maybe
too wordy.

RT-28

On Friday night, at 19.13 pm from jambi I went to damasraya city with my younger
cousins. 12.00 pm I arrived at the jungle single because it was late at night. I stayed at
friend‟s house. The next day I want to go to graduation ceremony sister, before
leaving uncle would call me pick up or not. So my friend wants to invite me to go on
a motorcycle. In the middle of the trip I had an accident, then I was taken to the
nearest community health center residents, my wound was very several after I was
treated. I continued my trip to the graduation ceremony. Finally I arrived at the
graduation ceremony. I immediately approached my beloved family.

From the table above, She wrote a recount text with appropriate language
features. She realized to use past tense in writing recount text but some sentences
were incorrect since she changed every verb in the text into their past form. There are
also explicit circumstances of time and place. Some grammar errors were found such
as „…I want to ..‟ „…my friend wants..‟ she should changes into v2 “wanted”.
However, the needed capitals and indented paragraph were attained. She applied
some correct vocabularies. The sentences may be too wordy.

RT-18

Two weeks ago I go to my cousin‟s house, actually I always go there every weekend.
I have a pleasant experience, when I and my cousin‟s make a cake, me and my cousin
love cooking or baking so much so every week we must make a cake with new
recipe. We once failed to make a cake because it was baked for too long home, so it
burnt but we never gave up, we consider this past of our experience.
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Her recount text has met its language features of a recount text. She used past
tense to make sentences. She focused on specific participant and she also used
explicit circumstances of time and place. The ideas were getting through to the
readers. There were problems in her grammar but they did not interfere with the
communication. Some problems were found in Spelling and punctuation, the words
such as „…I go to …‟ „..i always go there..‟ „…I have..‟ „… my cousin make a
cake…‟ „..my cousin love..‟ she should changes into v2 “go” “went” “have” “into
“had”. “make” into “made”, and “love” into “loved”, Moreover, the text had
appropriate registers. There were fragments in the text. Run-on sentences were not
found. In short, the style of the text was fairly concise.

RT-23

Japanese food
One year ago, I met my sister who came from japan. She told me that there are many
Japanese food that she ate. All of the taste Japanese food at a restaurant. The name of
the restaurant is ichiban sushi. In there are many varian of Japanese food that I tried
and all of them have good taste. Finally, I also really like Japanese food.

This text above, Her skill in writing recount text was considered to be in
advance proficiency of English grammar. She used past tense in making sentences.
There where problem in her grammar, such as, „… have good taste…” change into “
had” „…in there are many…‟ „…I also really like…‟ she should changes “like” into
“liked”. However, all needed capitals and indented paragraph were applied. He chose
correct vocabularies. The sentences were not too wordy and had appropriate registers.
In short, the style of the text was fairly concise.

RT-22

Yesterday when I go home from school, my mother made cookies. I am very happy
because I like cookies. I helped my mother to make the ingredient. After that I wait
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the cookies is done. And finally, the cookies was done.

Her text showed her lack of understanding in creating good and complete
sentences. Many sentences were found unreadable. Grammar problems were found in
her sentences and they had negative effect on communication, In addition, she wrote
her most of the sentences with present tense. It is inappropriate in writing recount
text. Although, the ideas could be deliver to the readers, she had some grammar error,
changes into “went”, “liked”, “waited”. Ultimately, she used good vocabularies but
her text may be too wordy.

RT-21

My name is Mutia zahratul last weekend yesterday, I am go garden, the garden
lokeds beautiful and nice flower I am very happy look it. Then I take the flower and
I smell the flower. It is very fragnant.

Her skill in writing recount text was considered to be in advance proficiency
of English grammar. she focused on specific participant and also stated clear
circumstances of time and place. Her ideas can be delivered through the readers
clearly. It was found some grammar errors should changes into “went”, “took”
“smelled/smelt”. The sentences were not too wordy and had appropriate registers. In
short, the style of the text was fairly concise.

RT-10

My holiday
In my weekend on December, I went to grandmother‟s house with my family. We
went there by a car. It was very hot, we stayed for three days in there. In the morning
I helped my grandmother in their peanaple garden. I‟m very happy to helped my
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grandmother and my grandfather‟s. in the night we ate dinner together and before that
we cooked together. I like there because the environtment was healthy

In this text above, Her ability in creating recount text showed that she had
advance proficiency of English grammar. The ideas were getting through to the
readers. Grammar problems were apparent but they do not influence communication.
The readers can understand what she meant. As it is recount text, she had done
sentences in past tense but the sentences were mostly written in present tense. One of
those grammar problems was „… I like there…‟ the word “like” should be changes
into “liked”. And the sentence may be too wordy.

RT-08

Firework
Five year ago, when I still in Islamic boarding school. I have an experience that
very wonderful and I can‟t forget In ramadhan , many children played firework. At
night while I am going to read holy qur‟an suddenly, the electricity is off and I saw
firework in the sky is wonderful.

In this text, Her recount text has met its language features of a recount text.
She used past tense to make sentences. She focused on specific participant and she
also used explicit circumstances of time and place. The ideas were getting through to
the readers. There were problems in her grammar but they did not interfere with the
communication. Such as The word “like” and “I can‟t” must changes into “liked”
and “could” . Some problems were found in Spelling and punctuation, it was the
word. Moreover, the text had appropriate registers. There were fragments in the text.
Run-on sentences were not found. In short, the style of the text was fairly concise.

RT-04
My holiday
In my holiday, me and my family went to my grandma‟s house. We always visit
our grandma‟s house in the holiday. We went to grandma‟s house by a car. My father
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is the one who drove the car. We arrived at my grandma‟s house at the afternoon
because we must went through a very long distance to visit my grandma‟s house and
that‟s the challenge.
When we arrived, my grandma‟s welcome us well, she did prepared some cookies
and milk, my favorite snack to welcome us. I run to her and hug her tightly, she
replied and we get along together that afternoon. Me and my family decided to stayed
at my grandma;s house and went home tomorrow. I slept with with my grandma‟s
that night because I really miss her.
The next day, we went back to home, but I want, so, we stayed much longer.
That‟s an awesome holiday for me.

In her writing recount text was in the advance proficiency in English
grammar. She used past tense in making sentences. She focused on specific
participant. There are also explicit circumstances of time and place. Some errors in
grammar were found. They are „… visit…‟, „… we get along together …‟ „… but I
want…‟ she should changes into “got” “visited”, and “wanted”. Then, they did not
distract the readers although the readers clearly aware of it. Moreover, there were no
fragments and run-on sentences. He did not make errors in spelling and punctuation.
All needed capitals and indented paragraph were attained. He attempted to use
various vocabularies and the sentences may be too wordy but they had appropriate
registers. In short, the style of the text was fairly concise.

RT-06

Fishing with my father
Four years ago, my father and I went fishing at the river I‟m very excited.
Arriving at the river, we looked a place to go fishing. Which is under a rather large
three I was very happy because we got a lot of fish. But not long after it rained. We
immediately took shelter under a large three. But still our clothes were wet.
Finally, we went home soaking wet but even if we get rained on , I still feel
happy.
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skill in his writing recount text was in the advance proficiency in English
grammar. She understood to use past tense in making sentences. She focused on
specific participant. However, some problems in grammar were still found. They
were „go” changes into “went” and “feel” into “felt”. And they did not distract the
readers. There were no fragments and run-on sentences. There was no problem in
spelling and punctuation. All needed capitals and indented paragraph were attained,
she applied correct vocabularies in her text. Moreover, her sentences were not too
wordy and had appropriate registers.

RT-29

My first time in concert sabyan gambus
One month ago, my brother and I went to visited the office of the governor of
jambi to see the performance of one of the gambus music groups namely sabyan
gambus. Sabyan gambus was invited directly by the governor of jambi in his 63 year
anniversary.
I left home at around 5 pm. After passing from about an hour we arrived at the
location. When I got there I meet and became acquainted with my best friend, who
was especially in jambi, namely jambi fanbase, after meeting and geeting acquainted,
we also performed prayers maghrib in congregation. After the prayers, we went
straight to the place on the right side of the stage. After a feew hourd later, sabyan
gambus also displayed its appearance. Sabyans‟s opened with a player called
tabassam. And ended with a player called alfa salam.
I am very happy and a little disappointed because I have not been able to meet
with ny idol, but I am still grateful, because I am hear the sabyan chanting that is so
sweet that is song by his vocal directly, khoirunnisa, thank you god has been given us
the opportunity to watch sabyan live and thank you brother for being the best partner
so far.

Her writing indicates that she actually understand the language features of
recount text. She used past tense to tell her story but some grammar was found, they
were „… I meet..‟ „… I have not…‟ she should changes into “met” and “had”. There
were no spelling and punctuation errors. She used good vocabularies and registers.
However, her text was too wordy.
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RT-12

Going to kampoeng radja
Last week I and my family going to kampoeng radja. We arrived at kampoeng
radja at 09.00 am, we brought a ticket and some food before that.
We are playing out nound and another. Time flies fast at about 12.30 am, we are
did zuhur prayer and lunch together. After that we had to go back home.

From the way she wrote recount text indicated that she realized the tense used
for recount text. However, she was not able to create sentence in past tense correctly.
Those grammar problems appeared in „…my family going to…‟ changes into “went:.
Then, Some fragment she used continuous tense, Spelling and punctuation errors
were infrequent. She used good vocabularies and registers.

RT-11

My holiday at home
Last holiday I didn‟t go anywhere. Usually, during the eid al-fitr I go to mother
relatives. But this time, my father relatives come to our house, from the morning till
the night, people visited my grandmother‟s house. That was the first day of the
holiday. The second day, we visited our grandmother‟s house.
On the days before and after eid-al fitr I just stayed at home, I usually watch
Korean drama when I feel bored. That was my daily activity during the holiday, even
thought it was boring, I feel happy and grateful.

She wrote a recount text with appropriate language features. She realized to
use past tense in writing recount text but some sentences were incorrect as she
changed all the verbs into their past form. They are „… I go to..‟‟…I usually
watch...‟‟..i fell..‟ changes into v2 “went”, “watched” and “felt”. she applied correct
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vocabularies. The sentences were not too wordy and had appropriate registers. In
short, the style of the text was fairly concise.

RT-19

Holiday at home
Last Thursday was my day off. I didn‟t go anywhere I just stay at boarding house for
one day to did the same aktivitase routinely, over and over I falt that was the worst
day I have was passed I woke up and did subuh prayer. After that, my phone and
watching youtube. And play game not fat, it was 10.00 clock, I rushed to a bath to
freshen my body.
Although just boarding house day at least to refresh my mind from the routine
activitaes in the school.

Her skill in writing recount text was in the advance proficiency in English
grammar. She understood to use past tense in making sentences. She focused on
specific participant. There are also explicit circumstances of time and place.
However, some problems in grammar were still found. They were „…I didn‟t go
anywhere..‟ „.. I just stay at..‟ „… I have..‟ „…watching…‟ and „…play…‟ changes
into “went”, “had”, “watched”, “played”, and “stayed” Moreover, her sentences were
not too wordy and had appropriate registers.

RT-15

When I was childhood I got a bicycle. I was very happy. I learned to ride a
bicycle with my father, my father let me ride a bycicle, I was so scared to ride bycicle
by myself, not for long I fell from bicycle.
It‟s make me never give up, I try to ride bicyle again, and finally, I can ride
bicycle.
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His skill in writing recount text was considered to be in advance proficiency
of English grammar. He used past tense in making sentences. It was found some
grammar errors but they did not influence the communication. They were „…I fell
from bicycle..‟ „… it‟s make me..‟ „…and finally, I can..‟ and ..try..‟ should be
changes into “felt”, “made”, “tried”, and “could”. He applied correct vocabularies.
The sentences were not too wordy and had appropriate registers. In short, the style of
the text was fairly concise.

RT-09

Sunday was holiday. I helped my mother to cook in the kitchen. I helped wash plate.
I am very bored. Because I am very tired, it is my holiday.
I sweep the house, then I take a bath. After that I have lunch with my mother.
Than I take a nap.

She wrote a recount text with appropriate language features. She realized to
use past tense in writing recount text but some sentences were incorrect as she
changed all the verbs into their past form. There was numerous grammar problems
interfere with communication of the writer‟s ideas. Such as; „… I helped…‟ „… wash
plate …, I sweep the…‟.. I take a nap..‟ …have..‟ should changes into “washed”
“swept”, took”, and “had”. Finally, the sentences may be too wordy but had suitable
registers.

RT-17

I am very happy because this semester I have good report card grades and nest.
Semester 1 I have moved up to grade IX in junior high school. My pleasure increased
because during the next week I went on vacation to my grandmother‟s house in riau.
My grandmother was the best. She had finished preparing chicken rending when I
was just at her house maybe grandmother cooks rendang chicken because I‟am happy
with agenda to spend the holidays house. Considering are have not sel. Look over for
almost 8 months.
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she His skill in writing recount text was considered to be in advance
proficiency of English grammar. He used past tense in making sentences. He focused
on specific participant and also explicit circumstances of time and place. His ideas
can be delivered through the readers clearly. It was found some grammar errors but
they did not influence the communication. They were‟…I have…‟, „.. grandma cooks
rendang..‟ should changes into “had”, and “cooked”. He applied correct vocabularies.
The sentences were not too wordy and had appropriate registers. In short, the style of
the text was fairly concise.

RT-24
RT-24
Go to cinema
Last month, I met my best friend, her name was nandia, were glad because we
met again.
I invited nadia to eat meatball while tell about our experience during separation,
when nadia left me, she took to me a free ticket and we will met at cinema on
Saturday afternoon. I said thank you to her and I promised will came because a lot of
work. I just remembered ticket. I rushed to get it, oh my god, it turned out that the
ticket was valid two days ago. I felt wrong how disappointed .
Nadia was waiting for me to not come. I was calling nadia and told actual event and
to apologized to her.

text showed her lack of understanding in creating good and complete
sentences. Grammar problems was found, such as „…we will met…‟ „…I promised
will came..‟ changes into “would”. Although, the ideas could be deliver to the
readers. Ultimately, she used good vocabularies but her text may be too wordy.

RT-03

Lazy day
Last weekend I spent all day laying on my bed. It was just like the lazy song by
Bruno Mars “today I don‟t feel like doing anything”. But sometimes doing nothing
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was just something that we needed the most especially after a long and super
exhausted week at the school.
I opened the fridge and I found a bottle full of chill orange juice. I opened the
bottle and pour the orange juice into a glass after that I decided to watch my favorite
K-Drama. I can watch my favorite show without having to leave my super cozy bed.

In this text, She used past tense to make sentences. She focused on specific
participant and she also used explicit circumstances of time and place. The ideas were
getting through to the readers. There were problems in her grammar but they did not
interfere with the communication. Such as The word “I can” must changes into
“could”. Moreover, the text had appropriate registers. There were fragments in the
text. Run-on sentences were not found. In short, the style of the text was fairly
concise.

2. The used of to be
RT-16

I am and my friends planned to jambi paradise on Sunday. I brought some food and
money after we arrived at the kampoeng radja we bought a ticket to enter there.
Then in there, me and my friends played out bound together.
As time goes by day. In the afternoon we went to the ate together after that we
returned to other‟s home‟s

From the beginning of text above, the writer write „I am‟ it‟s not to wordy
she should write down with the sentence “I and my friends”. Then, in the word „me‟
should changes into „I‟.
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RT-26

Going to padang
Last year I went to padang with my family we left for padang at about 7 a.m. by
car. We got there around 8 pm. One of our destinations was padang beach.
Padang beach is one of my favorite beach in padang . there are air manisbeach,
singkarak beach and another place wonderful in sumatera barat. I and my family
spent our time to explore more destination in sumbar.
We are spent spent our time for a week after that, we had to go home to jambi.

Based on the text above, the writer do not consist to write to be in her text, she
write „is‟ and are‟ it should changes into right to be „is” changes into “was” and „are‟
changes into „were‟.

RT-25

Swimming on the river
One day when I was a childhood I went to the river with my friends. We are always
swimming in the river near to our home. The most enjoyable place place to play
together.
Before we went to the river. we are always ask to our parents for permission. The
water in the river is not to deep but we are always careful.
We are so happy and come to our home.

In this text, Her recount text has met its language features of a recount text.
She used past tense to make sentences. She focused on specific participant and she
also used explicit circumstances of time and place. The ideas were getting through to
the readers. There were problems in her grammar but they did not interfere with the
communication. Such as The word “are” should be changes into “were”.
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RT-14

Three years ago my family planned went to medan. Two days before we go we
got a call from my uncle that my grandma‟s hospitalize, we are so shock, so my
father said left that day.
In a hurry we are prepared all of our bag. We are left 8.00 am. After we are
arrived in our grandma‟s house, we are stayed just a moment and go to the hospital to
see my grandma‟s and finnlly I met my grandma‟s, she is so happy because we are
together.

From the text we can see, the writer do not consist in using to be she use
present in this text, she should changes into past, so, she must changes to be „are‟ into
„were‟.

RT-02

My unforgotable moment
I would like to tell you about my experience that I have ever forgotten. the
experience that I have forgotten is when my foreign friend came to Indonesia.
My friend come to visit me last year. He came to my hometown without told me
before. I was shocked but it was really nice or unforgotable moment for me because
when my friend came I know some new cultures that I have never known before.

Based the example above, we can see he use the word „is‟ she should do not
us „is‟ in his text. It was changed into past tense “was‟.
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RT-30

I am Aulia Rosa A, I like play guitar last night I play guitar with my sister. We sing
many song together which is Laskar pelangi. I‟m very happy and we laugh together.
After that we dinner with my parents.

In this text, he is do not consist of using to be in past tense, she should
changes into „was‟, this sentence maybe too wordy for the readers.

RT-22

Yesterday when I go home from school, my mother made cookies. I am very happy
because I like cookies. I helped my mother to make the ingredient. After that I wait
the cookies is done. And finally, the cookies was done.

Based on the table of the text, the writer make some mistakes in the using to
be, she should changes her text into right to be “was‟.

RT-21

My name is Mutia zahratul U, last weekend yesterday, I am go garden, the garden
lokeds beautiful and nice flower I am very happy look it. Then I take the flower and I
smell the flower. It is very fragnant.

In this text we can see, her text made a mistakes in using to be, it should be I
„was‟. However maybe this sentence too wordy for the readers.
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RT-10

My holiday
In my weekend on December, I went to grandmother‟s house with my family. We
went there by a car. It was very hot, we stayed for three days in there. In the morning
I helped my grandmother in their peanaple garden. I‟m very happy to helped my
grandmother and my grandfather‟s. in the night we ate dinner together and before that
we cooked together. I like there because the environtment was healthy

Based on the table of the text above, the writer don‟t consist in using to be,
the word „I‟m‟ should changes into „I was‟, than, this sentence maybe wordy to the
readers.

RT-08

Firework
Five year ago, when I still in Islamic boarding school. I have an experience that very
wonderful and I can‟t forget In ramadhan , many children played firework. At night
while I am going to read holy qur‟an suddenly, the electricity is off and I saw
firework in the sky is wonderful.

Based on the text above, the writer do not consist to write to be in her text, she
write „I am‟ it should changes into right to be „I was”.
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RT-04

My holiday
In my holiday, me and my family went to my grandma‟s house. We always visit
our grandma‟s house in the holiday. We went to grandma‟s house by a car. My father
is the one who drove the car. We arrived at my grandma‟s house at the afternoon
because we must went through a very long distance to visit my grandma‟s house and
that‟s the challenge.
When we arrived, my grandma‟s welcome us well, she did prepared some cookies
and milk, my favorite snack to welcome us. I run to her and hug her tightly, she
replied and we get along together that afternoon. Me and my family decided to stayed
at my grandma;s house and went home tomorrow. I slept with with my grandma‟s
that night because I really miss her.
The next day, we went back to home, but I want, so, we stayed much longer.
That‟s an awesome holiday.

This sentence maybe too wordy, the writer just make a mistake in using to be
„is‟ it should be changes into „was‟.

RT-06

Fishing with my father
Four years ago, my father and I went fishing at the river I‟m very excited.
Arriving at the river, we looked a place to go fishing. Which is under a rather large
three I was very happy because we got a lot of fish. But not long after it rained. We
immediately took shelter under a large three. But still our clothes were wet.
Finally, we went home soaking wet but even if we get rained on , I still feel happy.

sentence the reader find, the using to be in her text „is‟ it should ti changes
into right to be such as „was‟.
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RT-29

My first time in concert sabyan gambus
One month ago, my brother and I went to visited the office of the governor of
jambi to see the performance of one of the gambus music groups namely sabyan
gambus. Sabyan gambus was invited directly by the governor of jambi in his 63 year
anniversary.
I left home at around 5 pm. After passing from about an hour we arrived at the
location. When I got there I meet and became acquainted with my best friend, who
was especially in jambi, namely jambi fanbase, after meeting and geeting acquainted,
we also performed prayers maghrib in congregation. After the prayers, we went
straight to the place on the right side of the stage. After a feew hourd later, sabyan
gambus also displayed its appearance. Sabyans‟s opened with a player called
tabassam. And ended with a player called alfa salam.
I am very happy and a little disappointed because I have not been able to meet
with ny idol, but I am still grateful, because I am hear the sabyan chanting that is so
sweet that is song by his vocal directly, khoirunnisa, thank you god has been given us
the opportunity to watch sabyan live and thank you brother for being the best partner
so far.

In this text the writer was make a good sentence, but she didn‟t consist in the
using to be, so she should changes it into „was‟

RT-09

Sunday was holiday. I helped my mother to cook in the kitchen. I helped wash
plate. I am very bored. Because I am very tired, it is my holiday.
I sweep the house, then I take a bath. After that I have lunch with my mother.
Than I take a nap.

In her table above, we can see what is the wrong of the text, she using to be
for present, she should make it into past so it changes „was‟
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RT-17

I am very happy because this semester I have good report card grades and nest.
Semester 1 I have moved up to grade IX in junior high school. My pleasure increased
because during the next week I went on vacation to my grandmother‟s house in riau.
My grandmother was the best. She had finished preparing chicken rending when I
was just at her house maybe grandmother cooks rending chicken because I am happy
with agenda to spend the holidays house. Considering are have not sel. Look over for
almost 8 months.

Based on the explanation above, we can see this text made wrong in the using to
be, same with another text, it should be changes into „was‟. And the sentence maybe
too wordy for the readers.

3. The used of to infinitive
RT-10

My holiday

In my weekend on December, I went to grandmother‟s house with my family. We
went there by a car. It was very hot, we stayed for three days in there. In the morning
I helped my grandmother in their peanaple garden. I‟m very happy to helped my
grandmother and my grandfather‟s. in the night we ate dinner together and before that
we cooked together. I like there because the environtment was healthy.

In this part of the using to infinitive she made some mistakes the word „to helped‟
should be changes into „to help‟ because after to + v1.
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4. The used of phrase
RT-26

Going to padang
Last year I went to padang with my family we left for padang at about 7 a.m. by
car. We got there around 8 pm. One of our destinations was padang beach.
Padang beach is one of my favorite beach in padang . there are air manisbeach,
singkarak beach and another place wonderful in sumatera barat. I and my family
spent our time to explore more destination in sumbar.
We are spent spent our time for a week after that, we had to go home to jambi.

Based on this part the using of phrase, the writer write „place wonderful‟ it must
to changes into the right sentence „wonderful place‟.

5. The used adverb of time
RT-21

My name is Mutia zahratul, last weekend yesterday, I am go garden lokeds
beautiful and nice flowers I am very happy look it. Then I take the flower and
I smell the flower. It is very fragnant.

She made the adverb of time twice it‟s proved by sentence last weekend
yesterday, she can choose one of them such as, last weekend or yesterday only.
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After identified and classified students‟ errors, the researcher described the total
number of students‟ error by calculating the total number of errors:
a. Generic structure
Generic structure

Students percentage

Generic structure in one paragraph

35 %

Generic structure in two paragraph

40 %

Generic structure in three paragraph

25 %

b. Language features
Quality

Number of students

Excellent

10%

Good

60%

Fair

20%

Inacceptable

10%

B. Discussions
The result of the error analysis research showed that the students commited
error into three types based on generic structure analysis, which are generic structure
in one paragraph, generic structure in two paragraph and generic structure in three
paragraph. Than four types based on language features analysis, which are excellent,
good, fair and inacceptable. The total number of students percentage that made by the
students in generic structure in one paragraph was 35 % , generic structure in two
paragraph was 40%, and generic structure in three paragraph was 25%. Than the total
number of students percentage that made by the students in language features
excellent quality was 10%, good quality 60%, fair quality 20%, and Inacceptable
quality 10%.
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Furthermore, from the data above a paragraph could be said have good
generic structure and language features, In orientation some students did not write the
participants, time, and place in the story. Sometimes they also did not write who,
when, and where the story happened. In writing series of events sometimes the
students did not develop every piece of information what happened, in what sequence
and sometimes the students could not tell the events chronologically. Most of the
students did not write closure of events or ending did not complete and sometimes the
students did not write personal comment in reorientation. Besides, the students still
confused to use simple past tense form.
The result of the study proved that the misinformation error of tense as the
most error which often happened in this research. It showed that the usage of the
simple past tense in writing recount text is difficult for the students. They still have
lack of understanding of the verb form of tense in writing especially in using past
verb (irregular and regular verb). Therefore, they tended to make errors in writing.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A.

Conclusion
In collecting the data about students writing paragraph, the researcher

conducted the research at eight grade students of Islamic junior high school 8 Ma.
Jambi to answer the research questions as stated in chapter I. How are the generic
structures in the recount texts made by eighth students of Islamic junior high school 8
Muaro Jambi and How are the language features in the recount texts made by eighth
students of Islamic junior high school 8 Muaro Jambi. To answer them, the researcher
analyzed the writing paragraph of the students based on parts the generic structure;
orientation, event, and reorientation and parts of language features; the using of v2,
the used of to be, the used of the infinitive, the used of adverb of time, and the used of
adverb of time. This research was done in order to find out how the students‟ writing
in composing paragraph based on the generic structure and language features.
In line with the statement of the problems of this research, it can be concluded
that the students were in good level of organization aspect. Most of their recount
writings have complete elements. Most of all the students‟ recount writings have
complete generic structure of a recount text. Most of the students have written a good
introduction that leads to the body. The bodies of their writings are acceptable and
they are brought to a close by logical conclusions of the text.
Furthermore, in the area of language features, The problem faced by the
student in writing recount text are the difficulties to make a right sentence in past
form. Some grammar problems occasionally appear. Some spelling errors,
punctuation problems and mechanics aspects or problems with their writing
convention distract the readers. In style and quality of expressions aspect, their texts
show a good attempt of variety in using vocabularies.
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B.

Suggestion
Based on the conclusion above, the writer proposes the following suggestion

to the teacher, student and the other writers who are interested in studying writing
recount text as
follow:
1. To the Teachers
The teacher can make this research as additional teaching material in writing
class.
2. To the Students
a. They have to study more in managing generic structure of recount text and
mastering it‟s language features.
b. They have to improve the ability in writing recount text.
3. To other Writers
Research based on analysis of generic structure and language features of
recount text, so that this research paper can be useful as starting point to
investigate the topic more completely.
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Appendix 1 assessment guidelines

Criteria

Skor

Excellent

85-100

Good

75-84

Fair

60-74
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Deskription
 The ideas are clearly
focused and interrelated
 Illustrate the authenticity
of the writing
 The right structure in the
sentence
 The right tenses in the
sentence
 the right vocabulary
 the right vocabulary and
many variety
 there is no mistakes
(spelling, punctuation, and
capital)
 the ideas are clearly but
less focused
 the right structure, there is
an error but it‟s not to
bother
 the right tenses but
sometimes there is an
error
 the right vocabulary but
there is no variety
 there is no mistakes
(spelling, punctuation, and
capital)
 the ideas are clearly but
there is coherence
 there are some eror in the
structure of the sentence
 the right tenses
 the right vocabulary but
there is no variety
 some error (spelling,
punctuation, and capital)

Inacceptable

< 60
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 the ideas are not clearly
and the paragraph is not
coherence
 many error in the structure
of the sentence
 the right tenses, but wrong
the word
 many error (spelling,
punctuation, and capital)

Appendix 2 students text recount
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